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When Viktor Orbán visited Warsaw in September 2017, he made the following statement at a joint press conference with his incumbent Polish counterpart, Beata Szydło: “We accept the decision of immigrant countries to become immigrant countries. We ask them to accept that we do not want to become one.” His statement succinctly summarises the Hungarian government’s main message to migrants, which is: “Do not come here.” The irony is that Hungary, while bridding at the prospect of admitting migrants, is facing severe demographic challenges: an aging population, mass emigration, and a low birth rate. That Hungary should be a target for mass immigration is not one of its problems; to the contrary, Hungary’s greatest challenge is that almost no one wants to go there and its citizens, in increasing numbers, do not wish to stay either.

The rhetoric in Hungary towards refugees has not changed much since we published the first edition of this study in 2015, but the so-called “refugee crisis” is no longer present in the same way. What we observe in Hungary today is a rise in irrational fear and xenophobia. The hatred of refugees is exacerbated by populist politicians seeking electoral advantage. Conspiracy theories have been at the top of the political agenda in Hungary in recent years. In 2017, the government launched a smear campaign against George Soros, alleging that he is “importing migrants from the Middle East with the help of Brussels in order to change the cultural background Europe”.

The “Soros Plan” is a phrase used constantly by Fidesz politicians and media close to the government in order to fuel citizens’ fears and to “prove” that the Hungarian government has to protect the country against external threats and enemies.

This study aims to provide the reader with important background information, facts and data on the last three years of the “refugee crisis”, as well as its social, political, policy and diplomatic repercussions. The authors of the study not only analyse the Orbán government’s rhetoric and policy measures with regard to refugee, asylum and migration issues, they describe the historical context, supply valuable data, and explore the ways in which the government has influenced the public discourse. Additionally, the authors highlight the regional context, raising the question of how far Budapest’s influence extends, and how the “refugee crisis” has affected regional cooperation.

We would like to express our gratitude to the publication’s authors and copy editors for their efforts and commitment. We hope the publication will contribute to future critical debates on refugee, asylum and migration policies in Hungary and the EU.

Budapest and Prague, December 2017

Péter Krekó
Director
Political Capital

Eva van de Rakt
Director
Heinrich-Böll-Stiftung, Prague office
Summary

Hungary cannot be considered a target country for immigrants. Since the beginning of 2015 the Orbán cabinet has created the impression in a series of campaigns that Hungary’s place in global migration patterns has shifted fundamentally. The Orbán government has sent the message that Hungary, as a target country, must now face a migrant “wave” coming from outside Europe.

Asylum-seekers submitted applications in Hungary only for formal reasons and, almost without exception, they all moved on to Western Europe afterwards, Germany being their primary destination.

Hungary occupies a unique position with respect to refugees in the sense that it was heavily involved in the 2015 refugee crisis, yet the country became a frontline country without any immigrants.

Migration patterns and politics mutually interact, and this was also the case with the 2015 refugee crisis. In Hungary, the public discourse interpreting the refugee crisis was largely shaped by politics, especially by targeted government campaigns. Hungarian citizens perceived immigration as one of the most important problems facing the country in 2017 as well. In the Standard Eurobarometer survey based on data gathered in May 2017, 27% of Hungarian respondents believed that immigration was one of the two most pressing problems faced by the country.

Orbán’s strategy on the refugee crisis aims at continuously generating conflict between the Hungarian government and EU institutions. After the anti-refugee campaigns in 2015, the European Union, George Soros and Soros-funded NGOs became the main targets of government communication in 2016 and 2017. The Orbán government’s primary argument against the EU and George Soros is that they want to settle “migrants” in Hungary. The government organised a referendum and then a national consultation to drive these arguments home.

The Hungarian government’s politics fit into the securitisation narrative with regard to both its policies and rhetoric. The government shut down the country’s largest open-door refugee reception centre in Debrecen in late 2015, downgrading the Hungarian refugee system’s capabilities. It also abolished the integration benefit for refugees to send the message that the government believes integration to be impossible. Since 2016, individuals may only file asylum applications in the transit zones at Röszke or Tompa, which are only open during public offices’ opening hours and only a very limited number of asylum-seekers may submit their applications each day. Several humanitarian and human rights organisations have claimed that Hungarian authorities beat, assault and sometimes cause serious injury to migrants. Hungarian far-right paramilitary organisations have also admitted to having played a role in attacking asylum-seekers around the border area.

During the refugee crisis, cooperation within the Visegrád Group gained considerable significance for the Orbán government because opposition to the quota system based on the mandatory relocation of refugees created an opportunity for it to promote the V4 as a sort of alternative centre of power to Western EU member states since the beginning of the crisis.
Facts and trends

Migration trends

Hungary cannot be considered a target country for immigrants. With the exception of a relatively large Chinese diaspora, most immigrants settling in the country since the regime change have been ethnic Hungarians from neighbouring countries, mainly from Romania, Slovakia, Serbia and Ukraine (see relevant data below).

The refugee crisis

Since the beginning of 2015 the Orbán cabinet has created the impression in a series of campaigns that Hungary’s place in global migration patterns had shifted fundamentally. The terms used in government communications (“immigrant” and “migrant”) have sent the message that Hungary, as a target country, must now face a migrant “wave” coming from outside Europe. However, this is far from the reality: migration follows massive, historically developed patterns, and this fact has not been changed by recent events.

Eurostat data show that the refugee crisis has brought about a major change in one area in Hungary: the number of asylum applications submitted. In 2015, the country led Europe in terms of asylum applications per 100,000 citizens.1

Indeed, Hungary had never experienced a refugee flow on the scale seen in 2015. To illustrate the magnitude, one should consider that between 1990 and 2014 the number of refugees travelling through Hungary never matched the number of those who fled Hungary after 1956. In this context, the shift seen in 2015 is momentous indeed. Moreover, compared to previous years, both the number of asylum-seekers from outside Europe and their arrival rates have increased considerably, which has also created a new situation.

However, it is also true that these asylum-seekers submitted applications in Hungary only for formal reasons and, almost without exception, they all moved on to Western Europe afterwards, Germany being their primary destination. In the early 1990s during the Balkan Wars there were more genuine asylum-seekers in Hungary (tens of thousands of people) who stayed for an extended period. In 2015, only a few thousand asylum-seekers remained in Hungary despite the fact that almost 180,000 submitted an asylum application. According to the Hungarian Helsinki Committee’s figures, by the end of the year the number of those staying in the country had dropped to 900-1,000. Approximately 450-500 of them had been subjected to detention, while immigration procedures were already underway for the other 450-500 people at the end of 2015. As a result of further restrictions to the law on refugees implemented in 2016 and 2017, only 471 asylum-seekers were accommodated in the institutions belonging to the Immigration and Asylum Office as of 21 August 2017. Of these, 427 were detained in the two transit zones, 25 were accommodated at open reception centres and 19 were detained in asylum detention centres.5

A radical increase in the number of asylum-seekers does not mean that significantly more applicants have received refugee status since the beginning of the refugee crisis than in the preceding years. In fact, by the end of 2015 it had become virtually impossible to be granted asylum in Hungary due to new restrictions. In 2015, a total of 508 asylum-seekers received some status providing international protection (as a refugee, a subsidiary protected person or a person authorised to stay). This figure is almost identical to the one from 2014 (503). 98% of the cases were dropped in 2015, indicating that asylum-seekers had left Hungary before a decision could be made in their cases. The asylum-seekers who decided to stay and wait for a decision by authorities had very little chance for a positive outcome. 85% of meaningful decisions rejected the application. This share increased further in the following year. In 2016, 91.5% of all meaningful decisions were concluded with a rejection, while in the first seven months of 2017 84.4% of relevant decisions denied applicants the right to asylum.

Table 1 – Number of registered asylum-seekers in Hungary

(Change over the same period of the previous year in parentheses. Source of data: Office of Immigration and Nationality)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(+126%)</td>
<td>(-314%)</td>
<td>(-83%)</td>
<td>(-91%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 – Asylum applicants per 100,000 citizens, 2014–2016

Table 2 – Number of decisions issued by the immigration authority and proportion of applications granted each status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recognised refugee</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognised subsidiary protected person</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognised as person authorised to stay</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancellation</td>
<td>23,406</td>
<td>152,260</td>
<td>49,479</td>
<td>1,895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rejection</td>
<td>4,553</td>
<td>2,917</td>
<td>4,675</td>
<td>2,503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>28,462</td>
<td>155,685</td>
<td>54,586</td>
<td>4,074</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kinds of decisions issued (percentage of decisions other than Cancellation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kind of Decision</th>
<th>2014 %</th>
<th>2015 %</th>
<th>2016 %</th>
<th>Jan–Jul 2017 %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recognised refugee</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognised subsidiary protected person</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td>10.4%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognised as person authorised to stay</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rejection</td>
<td>90.1%</td>
<td>85.2%</td>
<td>91.5%</td>
<td>95.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is unknown how many people may have travelled through the country during 2015 without having been registered. While the government denies it, there must have been a large number of asylum-seekers who crossed the country prior to the construction of the border fence. The government is right to claim that Hungarian authorities made much more serious efforts to register refugees than their Greek counterparts or the authorities in the non-EU Balkan states. This is also indicated by the volume of asylum applications submitted in Hungary, which is a large number even in international comparison.

During 2015 there were major shifts with respect to asylum-seekers’ countries of origin. In the first two months of the year, asylum-seekers from Kosovo were in the majority, but starting in the spring the number arriving from Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan and Pakistan increased dramatically.12

This is important because in the first half of 2015 Orbán cabinet officials claimed that most arrivals to Hungary were not fleeing war and thus qualified as “economic migrants”. By mid-year this argument had become untenable; therefore, from then on the Hungarian government reasoned that before reaching Hungary the asylum-seekers had passed through safe countries, i.e., they should not be considered refugees for that reason. By the end of the year, following the Paris terror attack, such discussions had disappeared from the public discourse and terrorism became increasingly conflated with refugees. Looking at the year as a whole, the data show that most refugees arriving in Hungary came from two countries: Afghanistan and Syria.

---

11 2014-ben: visszaküldés tilalmának önálló megállapítása
Concerning the dynamics, the high number of Kosovars arriving in the first two months of 2015 presented the first major challenge for the Hungarian authorities. Subsequently, illegal border crossings decreased until the summer. In June, the numbers started to rise again and those coming from war zones became the majority. Arrivals peaked in September and early October, and eventually subsided at the end of October after the fence closed the southern border with Croatia and Serbia. The table below, however, clearly shows that this government measure and those preceding it had all but no effect on the migration process. In fact, the fence along Hungary’s southern border with Serbia temporarily increased the refugee flow, and the border was effectively closed only once the fence along the Croatian border

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of status</th>
<th>As of 31 July, 2017</th>
<th>As of 31 December, 2016</th>
<th>As of 31 December, 2015</th>
<th>As of 31 December, 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immigration Permit</td>
<td>4,877</td>
<td>4,893</td>
<td>5,073</td>
<td>37,528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Residence Permit</td>
<td>2,312</td>
<td>2,515</td>
<td>2,726</td>
<td>2,973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residence Permit</td>
<td>56,465</td>
<td>54,814</td>
<td>45,497</td>
<td>40,269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Residence Permit</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Certificate</td>
<td>110,467</td>
<td>107,633</td>
<td>112,752</td>
<td>101,071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Residence Card</td>
<td>18,126</td>
<td>17,953</td>
<td>18,960</td>
<td>17,563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residence Card for Third Country National Family Member of a Hungarian Citizen</td>
<td>5,423</td>
<td>5,315</td>
<td>3,932</td>
<td>1,805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residence Card for Third Country National Family Member of an EEA Citizen</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC Permanent Residence Permit</td>
<td>677</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Permanent Residence Permit</td>
<td>26,003</td>
<td>18,154</td>
<td>10,755</td>
<td>7,387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim permanent residence Permit</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holding an ID card as Refugee</td>
<td>1,833</td>
<td>1,833</td>
<td>1,804</td>
<td>1,743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holding an ID card as Subsidiary Protected Person</td>
<td>1,542</td>
<td>1,540</td>
<td>1,366</td>
<td>1,130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persons authorised to stay</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>228,577</strong></td>
<td><strong>216,172</strong></td>
<td><strong>204,122</strong></td>
<td><strong>213,354</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 – Asylum applicants in Hungary, 2015, by citizenship (in per cent)

Source of data: Eurostat

---

was completed. The abrupt end to the flow clearly shows that Hungary was never a target country. Had it been one, the border closure would never have been so effective. The move only worked because it is possible for refugees to plan routes that avoid Hungary altogether.

That Hungary is not a target country is also well-illustrated by additional data. With respect to legal immigration, there have been no significant developments. In 2014 a little more than 200,000 people resided in Hungary with the permission of the Immigration Authority, around 3,000 of whom had refugee status. Their number has increased only minimally since, from 2,934 at the end of 2014 to 3,424 by 31 July 2017.

With respect to foreign nationals residing in Hungary the National Statistical Office’s (KSH) data indicate that 1.6% of the population falls into that category, of whom 65% are European, and many are resettled Hungarian-minority citizens coming from neighbouring countries. Since 2014 the number of foreign citizens has increased by 13,000. The Chinese community living in Hungary has grown the most, by almost 8,000.

Based on the latest census, aside from foreign citizens and accounting for all those who have acquired Hungarian citizenship in the meantime, 392,000 foreign-born persons resided in Hungary for more than three months in 2011, and this number has not significantly increased since. It is also important to note that this group includes many people who arrived before 1989 and ethnic Hungarians arriving from across the borders.

In other words, Hungary has not become a “host country” during the current refugee crisis. In fact, it could never have become one because it has simply functioned as a way station along an established migration route leading to Western Europe. With respect to longer-term trends, Hungary’s appeal as a target country is actually declining. In the 1990s, the migration balance in the country was clearly positive: at that time there was intense immigration primarily involving ethnic Hungarians coming from just across the border, while emigration either stagnated or increased (albeit temporarily). Since the mid-2000s, according to the SEEMIG project and mirror statistics, the migration balance has been becoming increasingly negative partly because of a drop/stagnation in immigration and as a result of higher emigration. With respect to global migration, the biggest problem facing the country is not immigration but a steady rise in emigration. In early 2013, at least 350,000 Hungarian citizens who had left Hungary between 1989 and 2012 were living abroad worldwide. Today, the number of Hungarian citizens living abroad is estimated at 500,000 at least. This indicates that with respect to migration Hungary is engaged in an unequal exchange. Immigrants are far from replacing emigrants number-wise. With this persistently deteriorating migration balance, Hungary’s population loss might accelerate, the elderly might increase their population share (as young people are most likely to migrate), and social security systems might experience further severe dysfunctions.

18 SEEMIG is a strategic project funded by the European Union’s South-East Europe Programme aiming to better understand and address longer-term migratory, human capital and demographic processes of South-East Europe, as well as their effects on labour markets, national and regional economies. The main goal of the project is to empower public administrations to develop and implement policies and strategies by using enhanced datasets and empirical evidence.
Hungary’s unique position

With respect to the refugee crisis, compared to other European Union members, Hungary occupies a unique position in the sense that while it was heavily involved in the 2015 refugee crisis, this has in no way compensated for the migration trends that have been evolving over many years. Hungary became a frontline country without any immigrants; its exposure was comparable to Greece and Italy even though, with respect to all other migration indicators, it remained similar to the Eastern European member states that have not been affected much by the number of refugee arrivals. This unique, intermediate situation has led to some important consequences:

1. The refugee arrivals did not correspond to the migration patterns previously experienced by the Hungarian public. One can trace the political hysteria whipped up by the refugee crisis and its larger-than-expected impact and explanatory power to the xenophobic government campaigns appealing to public apprehensions that preceded it.  

2. The Machiavellian nature of the Orbán cabinet’s campaigns, their extremist style, and their extremist messages were made possible, among other factors, by the fact that Hungary actually has no significant immigrant presence. Consequently, Hungarian society has no realistic picture of immigrants and no first-hand experience with them, and the government did not have to face punishment by immigrant voters. Furthermore, the Orbán cabinet had no difficulty declaring war on “political correctness” due to Hungary’s weak political culture. Because the immigrant population is insignificant, the government does not have to take into consideration the risks of being denied re-election that immigrant voters would pose.

3. Within global migration patterns, various European countries are attached to distinct, historically evolved subsystems. Within these, in genuine target countries there are migration networks that new arrivals can successively join. In some places, these networks are based on the country’s colonial past (e.g., France), in others on a decades-long guest worker system (e.g., Germany), and in still others they are based on seaborne refugee routes, which are better established than land routes. Hungary is unique in this respect, so the Orbán cabinet could implement measures (e.g., border closings) that would have been less effective elsewhere.

4. Due to Hungary’s unique position, the Orbán cabinet’s refugee and asylum policy has become relevant in the international arena as well. The Hungarian government was right to point out that for a long time EU officials paid exclusive attention to the effects of high numbers of refugees arriving in Italy and Greece via maritime routes and ignored the fact that Hungary was also exposed to severe pressure from refugees using land routes. This has been acknowledged by the EU and core country leaders, and, as a result, the European Commission recommended in late September 2015 that Hungary also receive preferential treatment along with Greece and Italy, so that it would not be required to admit anyone and that other member states would take in 54,000 refugees residing in Hungary at the time.

However, also due to its unique position, and despite Hungary’s preferential status in the EU, the Hungarian government rejected the EU’s mandatory refugee redistribution quota system. In a country where 98% of immigration procedures are dropped because the applicant leaves the country, easing other member states’ burdens through the quota system offered Hungary few lasting benefits. This also explains why Hungary (which, along with the other Eastern European countries, was not severely affected by the refugee crisis) rejected the quota system. Moreover, once Hungary’s international status improved, all the V4 governments joined the Orbán cabinet on this issue after the vote, which was interpreted by the government as a major foreign policy achievement.  

The effect of the refugee crisis on political attitudes and preferences related to migration

Migration patterns and politics mutually interact, and this was also the case with the 2015 refugee crisis. In Hungary, the public discourse interpreting the refugee crisis was largely shaped by politics, especially by targeted government campaigns. Below we shall examine five aspects of these shifting political attitudes and preferences related to migration: (1) public perception, (2) xenophobia, (3) policy-making, (4) party politics and (5) the political system.

Public perception

Migration is increasingly seen as a major challenge throughout Europe. In the May 2015 Eurobarometer survey it was already considered the most important topic in Europe on average EU-wide, while in 2014 it had ranked only fourth (behind economic issues). Previously, respondents had considered immigration an urgent issue in only four EU member states, but by May 2015 the topic had moved to the top in 20 member states. Compared to the EU average, there was an even more significant shift in Hungary. While in 2013 only 3% said immigration was among the top three challenges facing Europe, in May 2015 this figure had reached 65%.

---


Moreover, this dramatic shift in Hungary took place over a short time. According to Eurobarometer figures published in May 2015,24 in the spring respondents considered unemployment to be the most urgent problem in Hungary, and only 13% placed immigration among the top three most important problems. However, by the fall that number had already jumped to 65%, and with respect to terrorism as a problem the corresponding figure in Hungary had increased from 5% to 29%, while traditionally important economic and social issues declined slightly.

This shows that in Hungary the greatest change with respect to public attitudes on immigration occurred at the level of perception. No doubt the Hungarian government’s summer anti-immigrant campaign, rising refugee numbers, and asylum-seekers’ visibility all played a major role in this shift.

Hungarian citizens perceived immigration as one of the most important problems facing the country in 2017 as well. In the Standard Eurobarometer survey based on data gathered in May 2017, 27% of Hungarian respondents believed that immigration was one of the two most pressing problems. Hungarians only considered health and social security to be more important problems in the country (41%).25

Among problems facing the European Union, Hungarian respondents believed immigration and terrorism were the most pressing by far. The former was mentioned by 60%, the latter by 55%, among the two most important problems in May 2017. The perceived predominance of these two issues is clearly indicated by the fact that the next-most-pressing problem, the economic situation, was mentioned by only 14% of respondents.26

---

Refugee, Asylum and Migration Issues in Hungary

Figure 5 – Main challenges facing the EU and its member states (in per cent, maximum three answers were possible)
Source of data: European Parliament

Figure 6 – Most important issues facing Hungary (left chart) and the EU (right chart)
(Top 5 issues mentioned by Hungarian respondents. Source of data: European Commission – Public opinion, Standard Eurobarometer surveys, 2012–2017)
Xenophobia

According to all domestic and international studies, strong prejudice against minority groups is a significant characteristic of the Hungarian population. One major lesson from the systematic studies conducted since the regime change is that Hungarians are very intolerant (matching other Central and Eastern European countries). This is closely tied to a strong sense of an existential threat. In general, human beings do not tolerate groups they perceive as a threat. Accordingly, it was a foregone conclusion that a campaign built on anti-immigrant sentiment would garner relatively wide support in Hungary.

The refugee crisis has transformed the nature of xenophobia in Hungary as follows:

- General fear and distrust of the unknown have been replaced by a specific enemy image: the asylum-seeker.
- This tangible enemy image has become associated with even more specific fears, i.e., the threat of terrorism and crime.
- In the past, distrust has been aimed at potential future arrivals, but now xenophobia has a present, tangible focus.
- Xenophobia and prejudice guided by fear are socially understandable phenomena, especially in Hungary, where the population has scant experience with immigration. Citizens can hardly be blamed for having developed negative social attitudes on this issue; the main responsibility rests with the politicians exploiting the current situation.

In April 2015 the level of xenophobia reached a peak (at that time) with 46% of respondents being xenophobic according to surveys conducted by Tárki, a social research institute. By October of that year, xenophobia had dropped significantly, to 36%. This development turned out to be temporary. In an early 2016 survey, 53% of respondents said they would not allow any refugees to enter Hungary at all. The latest research shows even stronger anti-refugee attitudes in Hungarian society, with 60% being xenophobic. Thus, in January 2017 the majority of Hungarians openly rejected all asylum-seekers, and only slightly more than one-third were willing to consider allowing asylum-seekers to enter Hungary.

![Figure 7 – DEREX scores – Hungary](image)

---

27 Based on Tárki’s regular surveys. They ask the following question: “Should Hungary accept asylum-seekers... (all of them/some of them/ none of them)?”. Xenophobes are respondents who would allow no refugees to enter Hungary, while xenophiles would accept all refugees. Thinkers are those who select the item: “It depends...”, i.e., they express a need for more information before making their decision and are inclined to evaluate the pros and cons.

Party preferences play an important role in both xenophobic and xenophilic attitudes. Among xenophobes, Jobbik voters are heavily overrepresented, Fidesz voters are moderately overrepresented, and MSZP voters are underrepresented. Education and age also play an important role in the formation of xenophobic or xenophilic attitudes. Similarly to other measurements on prejudice in Hungarian society, it is visible that the less educated – especially those who only completed eight grades in elementary school – are more likely to be xenophobic than the more educated stratum of society.  

Policy-making

At the level of policy-making there are major differences in Europe between Eastern and Western European countries. Western European countries are divided when it comes to managing the refugee crisis: in many places, large blocks of the population criticise their governments’ activities. Measures are seen as too soft or too harsh, including measures taken by the Hungarian government. The EU’s Eastern member states take a more unified stance against accepting refugees and against certain solutions proposed by the European Commission.

In Hungary, support for binding quotas was 47% in autumn 2015, the ninth-lowest figure. Of the 53% opposed to binding quotas, only 45% could be considered to be firmly opposed, and close to 8% were unable to take a clear position. This shows that the Hungarian public was rather divided on the issue at that time and was not categorically opposed to the quota system.

Back in 2015 Hungary did not stand out among Eastern European countries and the Hungarian public was even somewhat less vehement than other Eastern Europeans in rejecting EU recommendations. In other words, in this context the Hungarian public was more moderate in its position when compared to its Eastern European counterparts.  


ian government was more hostile to the solutions proposed by the European Commission than was the Hungarian public. With its autumn 2015 anti-quota campaign, the government was not simply trying to benefit from existing opposition but apparently wished to see the public take an even more defiant position on this issue. In this it has proven rather successful, as is indicated by the studies introduced below.

Migration-related public opinion poll outcomes may be significantly influenced by the way the questions are posed. This is well-illustrated by a poll conducted by a Hungarian think tank with close ties to the government, Századvég, in early November 2015, where – in contrast to the European Parliament survey presented above – a single question was used to assess public opinion (“Do you tend to agree or disagree with a plan to distribute migrants arriving in the European Union based on a mandatory quota system?”). Close to two-thirds (65%) tended to disagree, while those in agreement were significantly fewer (30%). In short, in the two studies support for quotas shows a significant discrepancy, 47% in the first study and 30% in the second one.

Looking at domestic studies, according to a July 2015 survey by the pro-government Századvég think tank, 86% of those defining themselves as right-wingers, 32% of self-defined left-wingers and 53% of self-defined centrists supported the fence along the Hungarian-Serbian border. According to a survey conducted in late September 2015 asking about the planned fence construction along the Croatian border, 66% supported the plan (86% on the right, 39% on the left and 63% in the centre). According to a survey published on 24 September 2015 by Nézőpont (another Hungarian think tank close to the government), 87% were opposed to illegal immigration, 55% supported the border fence, and 28% supported the EU’s quota system. According to an Ipsos survey, between June-July and September 2015 there was a slight increase in the perception that migrants posed a threat to Hungary and thus should not be allowed to enter the country (from 64% to 67%), while 53% believed the individuals arriving on the continent at the time were motivated by war and 28% thought that economic and financial considerations were more dominant, with the latter position enjoying a majority only in the Jobbik camp.

The intensive, persistent government communication campaign built on fear had a significant effect on the population’s views on...
migration and on the government’s measures during 2016 and 2017 as well. According to a public opinion poll from June 2017,\textsuperscript{32} 85% of respondents were afraid that terrorists might be hiding in the immigrant wave. Two-thirds of them believed that the issue would pose a problem to the country in the next ten years. It is no coincidence that 81% supported the fence on the southern border and 87% opposed binding refugee quotas. The latter opinion is shared even by a majority of left-wing opposition parties’ (MSZP, DK, LMP, PM, Együtt) supporters (58%).

Party politics

Experience in Europe over the past 40 to 50 years shows that European governments have all but no influence on migration patterns, whether they are driven by refugees or labour migrants. The main reason for this is that individual nation-states cannot effectively influence global migratory patterns. Consequently, more politicians see an excellent opportunity to exploit the problems accompanying increased arrivals in order to reap short-term political gains for themselves. Since the 1970s, parties opposing all immigration have emerged in all European countries. While their agendas have mostly been adopted by mainstream political forces, the problems accompanying increased arrivals have not dissipated by any appreciable measure. Tightening immigration regulations over the decades has proven ineffective and there is no evidence that, on their own, the European nation-states can regulate global migration patterns at all. As a result, political competition with the anti-immigration parties demands ever-tighter, more visible controls. Among other measures, governments prefer to pass the buck to the EU system. The short-term
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objective is to take a popular position while not actually addressing these problems. The Hungarian ruling party is well aware of this and, not oblivious to its own political interest, launched its communication campaign using increased arrivals to Hungary as a pretext. On the defensive in autumn 2014, Fidesz used this method in an effort to regain the political upper hand, to recapture the political initiative and to eliminate from the public discourse all other issues that may have hurt the party’s interests.

From the party politics perspective, however, current developments point beyond competition with Jobbik and involve a broader objective. Viktor Orbán and his party have a well-tested strategy of dividing the political arena into the “pro-national” and “anti-national” fields, and insist on parsing all issues along this fault line. Anyone questioning a position taken by Fidesz is automatically and without argument relegated to the “anti-national” camp and considered to be a “foreign agent”. By the end of 2014, domestic party politics had turned its back on this fault line that had been so convenient for Fidesz; it became increasingly less plausible that the Orbán cabinet was indeed the sole representative of the “national interest”. This is why the governing parties seized on the refugee crisis; with a campaign built around this issue, the entire left-wing opposition as well as civil society and right-wing activists criticising the government could all be defined as “pro-foreigner”.

Fidesz’s efforts paid off inasmuch as it managed to increase its support base by 5-6%, while its major challenger from the right, Jobbik, could not exploit the migration issue and in fact lost some supporters. The fragmented left-wing opposition was forced into an unpopular, reactive role and its support has essentially stagnated.
Politics and policies

Orbán’s political strategy

The Viktor Orbán-led governing party’s political strategy is to polarise society along political dividing lines. The main principle of this strategy is that Fidesz splits the political field into “national” and “anti-national” sides and then tries to divide every political issue based on this dichotomy. If someone contests Fidesz’s viewpoint, they are almost automatically put into the “anti-national” group regardless of their arguments, because in the view of Fidesz the Orbán government is the only voice of the Hungarian national interest. The government has implemented this strategy effectively since 2015 even with regard to the European refugee crisis. In a series of campaigns, they sent a message to citizens suggesting that leftists parties, civil society and human rights groups “sided with the aliens”. As the prime minister has said, “the Hungarian left-wing [...] would today welcome aliens with open arms. These people, these politicians, simply do not like Hungarians and they dislike them because they are Hungarians.” Ideologically, this strategy is not simply built on xenophobia and nationalism; it is based on a more complicated worldview. We can call it Orbánism. Orbánism, similarly to Putinism, is based on a closed, traditionalist worldview, and a sort of urban-rural division. It contrasts the values, principles and relations that it considers “natural” with the “unnatural” liberal abstractions which originated in the age of enlightenment. It can be considered an anti-Western ideology preferring national collectivism over individualism and human rights: an ideology that favours an authoritarian state over liberal democracy and order over freedom. In conclusion, the politics of Viktor Orbán is built on the logic of generating conflicts rather than reaching some kind of nationwide consensus. This is obvious both in his domestic and EU-level strategy, as he does not wish to solve conflicts; rather, he seeks to generate new ones in order to set the political agenda and in so doing to encourage impressionable voters to side with him.

Orbán’s strategy on the refugee crisis aims at continuously generating conflict between the Hungarian government and EU institutions. After the anti-refugee campaigns in 2015, the European Union, George Soros and Soros-funded NGOs became the main targets of government communication in 2016 and 2017. The Orbán government’s primary argument against the EU and George Soros is that they – in cooperation with one another – want to settle “migrants” in Hungary. The government organised a referendum and then a national consultation to drive these arguments home.

In the referendum held on 2 October 2016, Hungarian citizens could express their opinion on whether the EU should be allowed to order the “mandatory settlement” of non-Hungarian citizens in Hungary without the consent of the National Assembly. The referendum ended up being invalid because less than half of all eligible voters returned the questionnaires – although this figure cannot be verified independently.

A few months later, in March 2017, the Hungarian government launched a national consultation entitled “Let’s stop Brussels” with six questions. The questionnaires reached every household in Hungary. The consultation featured numerous factually false claims. One such claim was that “Brussels wants to force Hungary to allow illegal immigrants to enter our territory”. The government declared that the consultation, concluded at the end of May, had been record-breaking due to the fact that 1.5 million citizens returned the questionnaires – although this figure cannot be verified independently.

After the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) struck down the Hungarian-Slovak lawsuit against the relocation of asylum-seekers from Greece and Italy in September 2017, the Orbán government announced that it would organise a new national consultation on the so-called “Soros plan”. The government’s interpretation is that EU institutions wish to accelerate the approval of a mandatory, permanent quota system based on the redistribution of asylum-seekers. According to government statements, the essence of the “Soros plan” is to bring one million illegal immigrants to Europe, and the CJEU’s verdict has also facilitated the execution of the “American speculator’s plan”. All this indicates that Fidesz wants to make the refugee issue and migration the focal point of the 2018 general election campaign.

Asylum policy: securitisation

As a result, the government’s politics fit into the securitisation narrative both policy-wise and rhetorically, and it can be adequately described in this context:37

The government shut down the country’s largest open-door refugee reception centre in Debrecen in late 2015, causing a significant downgrade in the refugee system’s capabilities from that point onwards. In spring 2016 this was followed by the closure of the reception centre in Nagyfa, and the temporary tent camp set up in Kőrmend was turned into a permanent installation. In December 2016, the government shut down yet another reception centre, namely the relatively well-equipped camp in Bicske.

The government abolished the integration benefit in June, which had previously served the purpose of helping individuals under international protection. The message of the move was consistent with the government’s narrative: it considers integration impossible and it is unwilling to support this process in any way.

The government implemented new measures in late 2016: since then, individuals may only file asylum applications in the transit zones at Röszke or Tompa, which are only open during public offices’ opening hours, meaning that applications can only be submitted on weekdays. According to the Hungarian Helsinki Committee, ten individuals per day are allowed to pass through the fence at both Röszke and Tompa on average, meaning that the refugee system has practically ceased to exist.38

Several humanitarian and human rights organisations39 claim Hungarian authorities beat, assault and sometimes cause serious injury to migrants. Asylum-seekers claim that uniformed Hungarian border protection forces frequently beat them, use rubber truncheons or let their dogs loose to chase after them near the Serbian border. Media sources suggest that Belgrade has had to treat an increasing number of injured asylum-seekers who claim Hungarian police have harmed them since February 2017.40 Hungarian authorities reject these allegations and the government consistently characterises them as political attacks aimed at discrediting border protection forces. No substantial investigation into these claims has been launched by Hungarian authorities so far.

Hungarian far-right paramilitary organisations have admitted to having played a role in attacking asylum-seekers around the border area. A recording demonstrates that the leader of the Army of Outlaws (Betyársereg), Zsolt Tyrityán, discussed the inability of the Hungarian mainstream political elite to “handle the migration crisis” and argued for the necessity of the Outlaws’ involvement.41 Tyrityán claims that those in power “approached him personally”. After his statement hardly any immigrants were able to move around freely on Hungarian soil, and members of the above-mentioned organisation primarily spent time in Jobbik-affiliated Mayor László Toroczkai’s settlement, Ásotthalom.42 Later, authorities rejected the allegations of having contacted the organisation and ultimately even the Army of Outlaws did so.43 It is unrealistic that any government organisation would have approached the Outlaws considering the fact that the Hungarian secret service has paid close attention to the organisation, including during the refugee crisis.44 Moreover, in September 2015 László Toroczkai tried to prevent members of the above-mentioned organisation from beating refugees near the southern border, although this obviously does not render it impossible that the Army of Outlaws or other extremist groups may have attacked refugees before or after that point in time.45

The most recently approved refugee policy-related measures from March 2017 imposed further restrictions on asylum-seekers.46 First, the police have been authorised to take every foreigner residing in Hungary illegally to the other side of the border fence, thus the amendment has extended the scope of the “8-kilometre rule” implemented in July 2016. Second, asylum-seekers allowed into the transit zones are now kept out of any way.

39 Catholic Relief Services (CRS, Katolikus Segélyszolgálat), Jezsuita Menekültségzőlő Szolgálat (Jesuit Refugee Aid Service) (JRS), Human Rights Watch, Helsinki Bizottság [Helsinki Committee], Orvosok Határok Nélkül [Doctors without Borders]
41 “I can say very proudly that the Army of Outlaws played a substantial role in handling the refugee crisis and with those in power approaching us personally. Obviously, this is connected to the fact that they cut back Homeland Defense so severely they needed this self-organised circle of civilian sportsman to be where they were needed when they were needed in a given situation.” http://www.atv.hu/belfold/20160720-tyirityan-a-rendiszera-l-betyarsereget-is-megkereste-a-migraansvaisalg-megoldasar/hikereso
44 Juhász and Zgut, ‘Recent Changes in Refugee-Related Policies in Hungary’, 2015
45 Juhász and Zgut, ‘Recent Changes in Refugee-Related Policies in Hungary’.
in custody and they can only leave the transit zones "through the exit" in the direction of Serbia or Croatia. Adult refugees, refugees with families and unaccompanied minors over 14 are all subject to detention without the possibility of any legal remedy. The government has referred to the crisis caused by mass immigration as the reason for the implementation of these rules, although currently there are barely 300-400 asylum-seekers in the country.47

The immediate detention of asylum-seekers is prohibited under EU law. The European Commission thus launched an infringement procedure because of the law approved in March 2017. The views of the Commission and Hungary are so far apart in this case that the there is a good chance this debate too will end up before the European Court of Justice. Regarding this, Viktor Orbán clearly indicated at the EU summit in June 2017 that as long as his government is in power, Hungary will not take in a single refugee based on its obligations to the EU. Therefore, it is easily conceivable that for the first time in EU history a European Union member will go against a decision handed down by the EU’s court. The discussion is made completely redundant by the fact that while EU institutions view the case as “simply” a matter testing the European legal system’s operation, the Hungarian government sees it as an identity policy issue and is focusing on garnering political benefits. The Hungarian prime minister made the following statement during the EU summit: “There are countries who believe this is a question of solidarity, or a technical issue. These are generally the countries that allowed these people to enter their territory, and now they demand that the people be taken away. We, however, believe this is a question of identity. It is impossible that someone can tell us who to live with. This is a question of this country’s identity, and we have no intention of changing our identity.”48 This also demonstrates that the Hungarian government regularly and intentionally, for political purposes, confuses the regulation requiring Hungary to receive 1,294 immigrants with the completely stalled proposal on the automatic, permanent quota system. Thus, the Hungarian public is not fully informed of the fact that the only quota system currently in force affecting Hungary allows for the transfer of asylum-seekers to the country solely from Italy and Greece, and not from “Western countries” in general.

Asylum policy in international context

The government’s new measures have succeeded in further degrading the much-criticised situation of refugees in the country.49 In fact, the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) denounced the laws that had been in effect before the new one was approved.50 The ECHR ruled against Hungary in a case involving the border defence laws introduced in September 2015. The case in question is Ilias and Ahmed v. Hungary and concerns two Bangladeshi citizens who submitted their asylum applications and were then held in a transit zone on the Serbian-Hungarian border for 23 days before being expelled from the country. Consequently, the applicants turned to the court in Strasbourg, which ruled against Hungary. In turn, Fidesz parliamentry group leader Lajos Kósa called the decision “maddening” because “Hungary was punished for obeying the Schengen and Dublin regulations”.51 The party called upon the Hungarian government to appeal the decision. Fidesz’s approach is questionable because neither the Schengen nor the Dublin regulations demand or in any way permit the illegal detention of any individual of any nationality. Additionally, the Hungarian Helsinki Committee warns52 that the newly enacted regulation does actually question whether Hungary is fulfilling the obligations conferred upon it by the above-mentioned regulations because individuals expelled from Hungary undergo no background checks, they are not registered in any system and their data is neither recorded nor checked in any database.

The situation is further complicated by the fact that dozens of European courts have ruled that Hungary is not a safe country for asylum-seekers53 because of ill-treatment and, most importantly, the transit zones. A number of these decisions were taken in the case of specific individuals who cannot be sent back to Hungary as a result of these rulings. Other decisions are general in nature, and prohibit governments from sending any asylum-seekers back to Hungary.

---

49 Juhász and Zgut, ‘Recent Changes in Refugee-Related Policies in Hungary’.
Additionally, the Hungarian government passed a decree in 2015 designating Serbia a safe country, which means that anyone arriving in Hungary from there can be sent back to submit an asylum-application there. Since then, Hungarian authorities’ decisions have been practically automatic in the case of refugees arriving from Serbia: if they somehow got past the fence, they are detained for illegal border crossing, which usually involves them being transported right back to Serbia. If they are among those who can legally submit an asylum application at Röszke or Tompa (i.e., they are among the approximately 10 people whom the Hungarian system accepts each day), the authorities conclude that they came from a safe country, and thus there is no reason to grant them asylum. However, since this decree has been in force, Serbia no longer re-admits refugees from Hungary (except for Kosovars). In theory, people may only be sent back to another state if the relevant authorities of the receiving country indicate that they will accept them. This is precisely the reason why the Hungarian government invented the transit zones. It says the asylum-seekers staying there are not on Hungarian territory, and thus the interpretation of the Orbán cabinet is that people leaving these zones to the south are not being sent back; they are simply not allowed to enter Hungary. In terms of international law this is a grey area, and the individuals told to leave Hungary are essentially pushed back into Serbian forests. Therefore, the European Commission not only objects that refugees are being subjected to detention in the transit zones, but also that they have only limited opportunities to appeal their expulsion. At this time, the courts cannot re-write the procedures of the asylum office; they can only order it to repeat the process.

The Hungarian example also demonstrates that the EU’s asylum system is often impossible to adhere to: the redistribution of refugees among member states and towards transit countries is legally impossible, as there have been numerous court verdicts in Germany and Austria barring the respective governments from sending refugees back to Hungary. The Hungarian government and its allies claim that the quota system is a bad solution because it does not solve the refugee crisis in general; it only generates tensions in even more societies. Instead, people should be stopped outside the EU. From the Hungarian government’s perspective, this is what policy-makers should focus on and money should be spent to achieve this goal. This is also why Viktor Orbán regularly discusses the need for military intervention in Libya, although the international prerequisites for this have not been met.

The importance of the asylum issue in terms of the political system

The conflict between the protection of minorities and the majority’s views, the unconditional adherence to human rights standards, and the politically constructed, nation-, ethnicity- or culture-based will of the majority are of systemic importance. Governments can refer to the democratic will of the majority and some form of a “special state” to degrade human rights and procedural norms – the foundations of liberal democratic states. The Hungarian government is in fact using the issue of migration to deliberately transform the political system.

A number of NGOs have become targets of the government by criticising Hungarian authorities and the cabinet’s refugee policies. Civil society actors have attempted to offset the negative effects of the refugee crisis and have helped refugees to deal with their day-to-day problems, while in other cases NGOs have tried to improve the transparency of the Hungarian government’s decisions. As a result, the Orbán government believes that these organisations have deviated from its definition of “acceptable” conduct. Several NGOs are being targeted by the government for their projects, and are being labelled “foreign agents” who serve foreign powers and “the international political elite’s” efforts to restrict the sovereignty of nation-states. Therefore, the government has managed to expand the number of securitised issues, which now include civil society as well.

---

54 Juhász and Zgut, ‘Recent Changes in Refugee-Related Policies in Hungary’.
55 Ibid.
56 Ibid.
Regional Outlook

Anti-immigrant attitudes: regional trends

The Visegrád countries have traditionally been more hostile towards migrants due to the fact that the ethnically diverse character of Central European societies ceased at the end of the Second World War. Although Central European countries lack significant foreign-born populations and have mainly been unaffected by the “refugee crisis”, xenophobic sentiment is widespread in the region.

According to a comparative study conducted by Tárki in 2015, strong prejudice against minority groups is a highly visible trend in the region. This indicates that V4 societies are worried about migration on multiple levels. For instance, they believe that immigration degrades public safety and that migrants spread disease.

Anti-immigrant attitudes are unrelated to the actual presence of immigrants; rather, these attitudes often present themselves as a symbolic fear of the unknown fostered by political forces for domestic political purposes. Similarly, while legislation on counter-terrorism activities has been strengthened throughout Europe, in Western Europe the changes reflect a high level of existing threats and are embedded in stable democratic systems. In the Visegrád region, however, the proposed amendments mainly serve symbolic goals and have been built into systems with weaker institutional development. This securitisation of the debate enables politicians to portray themselves as leaders who deliver results; thus, they can stay in power longer by exploiting the public’s fears.

How the refugee crisis has affected Visegrád cooperation

During the refugee crisis, cooperation within the Visegrád Group has gained considerable significance for the Orbán government because opposition to the quota system based on the mandatory relocation of refugees has provided an opportunity for it to promote the V4 as a sort of alternative centre of power to the Western EU member states. The Hungarian prime minister has said that “everything is cracking to the west of us”, comparing this situation to that of the V4, a group fervently opposed to refugee quotas, which he tries to cast as a protector of national traditions, Christianity and security. Migration-related policies implemented by the Hungarian government also figured in the resolution approved by the European Parliament calling for sanctions against Hungary over rule-of-law-related concerns. Orbán remarked that “Brussels is openly on the side of terrorists” in light of EU officials’ criticism of Hungary’s detention of a Syrian currently facing terrorism charges for illegally crossing the border, Ahmed H.

Orbán’s view is that the EU has been relegated to the role of a regional player due to Brussels’s failed migration strategy. What should be considered now is therefore what the European Union needs to do to become a global player once again. Orbán, who had already been pursuing anti-migration policies before the wave of refugees set off from the Middle East, has increasingly conceived of the Visegrád Group as a tool in his “freedom struggle” against Brussels. This effort has certainly been noticed by diplomatic circles in Warsaw, at least this is what is suggested in a December 2016 study by the Polish Foreign Policy Institute (PISM), a background institution of the Polish Foreign Ministry. In the study, the authors warn that during the refugee crisis Hungary strengthened its position within the V4, and as a result Budapest is viewed in the EU as the driving force behind the group.

During Bratislava’s EU presidency, however, Hungary’s northern neighbour was eager to tone down its migration-related rhetoric. Bratislava was aiming to find a common solution to the “refugee crisis” and calm down the debate at the EU level. The existence of differences within the V4 was also confirmed by the “flexible solidarity” concept introduced by the Slovak presidency, under which each country would have had to accept a minimal number of refugees relocated from other member states. This proposal was opposed by Hungary, among others.

Budapest and the other Visegrád countries see the solution to the “refugee crisis” in the establishment of hotspots outside of the Schengen Area and not in the distribution of asylum-seekers among member states. “No one can be forced to settle someone in their country; aid must be taken to where the problem is, meaning that asylum applications must be decided on outside of the EU,” stressed Zalán Zsolt Csenger, the Fidesz-affiliated vice president of the Hungarian National Assembly’s foreign policy committee.64

Hungarian Minister for Trade and Foreign Affairs Péter Szijjártó keeps repeating that the Visegrád Group “stands united” on the issue of migration.65 Although the V4 continue to strongly oppose any and all versions of the compulsory refugee relocation scheme, the respective countries have different approaches when it comes to migration policies in domestic affairs. An examination of migration-related government policies in the respective countries reveals that even though they all agree that redistribution should not be obligatory, obvious differences have emerged within the Visegrád Group. The main dividing line is between the slightly more moderate Slovak and Czech governments on the one hand, and the more anti-immigrant, ideologically-driven Hungarian and Polish governments on the other.

At the same time, economic migration is considered mainly by Poland and the Czech Republic to be a possible solution to demographic challenges. In the former, however, it has been clearly noted that foreigners from Eastern Europe are preferred over other groups. Even though Fidesz insists it wants to solve Hungary’s demographic problems through family policies rather than immigration, and aims to remedy labour shortages by boosting population growth, the Hungarian government has launched a campaign to recruit workers from Ukraine, albeit unsuccessfully.66

---

Slovakia

Despite being pro-European, Slovakia’s governments have been tough on the EU with regard to asylum since the crisis erupted in 2015. PM Robert Fico has spoken about EU dictates since the very beginning and Bratislava filed a lawsuit against the European Union in the case of the temporary relocation scheme approved by the Council of the European Union in September 2015.67

It is important to note that there was a difference in the rhetoric of the Slovak government at the height of the country’s parliamentary election campaign at the beginning of 2016 and right before the Slovak EU presidency began on 1 July. Robert Fico began his third term as prime minister in May 2016 by stressing that “[i]t may look strange but sorry… Islam has no place in Slovakia”.68 During the election campaign the anti-immigrant rhetoric became harsher and more visible, and the centre-left SMER-SD discussed the issue in the context of security and the “cultural incompatibility” of largely Muslim migrants.69

The Slovak government has been following a double-edged strategy on the EU and asylum: first and foremost, Bratislava, as a Eurozone member, strives to earn a place in the core group in a possible future multi-speed Europe, and has therefore attempted to maintain a constructive attitude at the EU level with respect to the refugee quota issue. Consequently, the Slovak presidency proposed a “flexible solidarity” scheme focused on allowing member states to choose their own path to contribute to EU solidarity instead of being forced to accept refugees under the mandatory relocation scheme. Later, the Slovak presidency changed the expression from “flexible” to “effective” but kept the core message, i.e., “all member states should take part in one form or another in this collective effort” even if a state is unwilling to participate in the quota mechanism.70

Moreover, despite its harsh anti-immigrant and anti-quota rhetoric, Bratislava has been cooperating on several levels to help asylum-seekers. For example, Slovakia voluntarily resettled 149 Iraqi Christians, pledged to take in 100 refugees from Greece, offered to provide university scholarships to refugees by 2021 and has operated a range of transit centres.71 Similarly to their counterparts in Hungary, Slovak NGOs and volunteers showed a high level of engagement at the height of the crisis, providing help for refugees on their way to the West via the Balkans.72 In addition, Fico made a compromise offer to accept 100 asylum-seekers from Greece and Italy in order to be able to avoid the legal action which the EU has instigated against Budapest, Warsaw and Prague.73

Czech Republic

Approximately 1,500 people apply for asylum74 in the Czech Republic each year, but Syrians and Afghans represent only a small number of them. When it comes to mainstream Czech political parties, all of them have employed anti-immigrant rhetoric to a certain extent. Former Deputy PM and Minister of Interior Andrej Babiš, who has a good chance to win the upcoming general election in October 2017, is constantly making anti-refugee statements and once claimed that the EU’s borders should be sealed hermetically to prevent every refugee from entering Europe.75 Migration-related debates have been heating up in the Czech Republic partly due to the proximity of the most intensive period of the campaign ahead of the general election in October and the government crisis that erupted in May 2017. As of the beginning of 2017, the political focus had already shifted towards labelling economic migrants as criminals. Afterwards, Prague took an even tougher line on migration by announcing that the Czech Republic would not accept any more refugees as part of the EU’s obligatory refugee-relocation quota system.76

70 “Visegrad and Migration: Few Prospects for a Change in Position”
72 In 2016 a total of 1,475 foreigners sought Czech asylum while asylum was granted to 148 applicants and another 302 were given subsidiary protection for a limited period. Most of them were from Ukraine (506), Iraq (158) and Cuba (85). “Total of 1475 Foreigners Seek Czech Asylum, 148 Gain It in 2016 | Prague Monitor”, accessed 4 September 2017, http://praguemonitor.com/2017/02/18/total-1475-foreigners-seek-czech-asylum-148-gain-it-2016.
Babiš stressed that Prague refuses to accept asylum-seekers because the country does not want to end up like Germany. The Interior Ministry, led by Social Democrat Milan Chovanec, had curbed migrants’ rights even before that with an amendment to the Aliens Act which implemented restrictions on the right to legal counsel in residence proceedings. Moreover, Minister Milan Chovanec has claimed that EU gun control rules need to be challenged so that firearms can be held legally in the Czech Republic when national security is under threat.

Nevertheless, it is necessary to appreciate that the Czech government has made great efforts to upgrade its refugee integration scheme by launching the so-called State Integration Programme (SIP). The aim of the aid provided to successful asylum-seekers is to improve the accessibility of the necessary social services, employment opportunities, language courses, housing, amenities, etc.

It remains to be seen, however, whether Andrej Babiš will steer the Czech Republic farther away from Berlin and reposition the country as a cooperative partner of the Polish-Hungarian illiberal axis. Regardless of the uncertainties arising from the upcoming election in October, unnamed European officials are confident that Prague would still want to join the Eurozone-lane, which proceeds faster with integration. This was recently confirmed in an interview given to a Hungarian weekly by the editor-in-chief of a Czech daily close to election favourite Andrej Babiš.

Poland

Since Law and Justice (PiS) came to power in October 2015, the Polish government has followed a fiercely anti-immigrant policy. In addition to opposing mandatory refugee relocation, Poland has lobbied for increased assistance for refugees’ countries of origin and the periphery, and it favours the idea of treating the root causes of the crisis. Poland, one of the member states that has not relocated a single refugee, might hold a referendum on the issue. President Andrzej Duda has stressed that he supports the idea of asking Poles whether they want to receive refugees, albeit not until 2019 and only if migration is still a “problem” at that time. On 19 June 2017, Poland’s Institute for Market and Social Research (IBRIS) conducted an opinion poll on the potential referendum, asking whether the respondent would participate in such a referendum if it were held next Sunday. 53.7% of Poles responded “yes” or “probably”, and 46% said “no”. Those who said they would participate in the referendum were asked if they were for or against welcoming refugees to the country. 60.4% of these respondents were against and 36.6% were in favour.

Archbishop Salvatore Pennacchio of the Holy See allegedly sent an official letter to PM Beata Szydło in May 2017. In it, Pennacchio reiterated the Pope’s request to take in refugees and asked Poland to start complying with this request and establish a humanitarian corridor. The letter is considered the official start of diplomatic negotiations between the Vatican and Poland.

Even though there has not yet been any official response from Szydło to the Vatican, it looks like the Polish government is moderating its stance on refugees and is beginning to seriously consider establishing a humanitarian corridor in Poland in cooperation with the Catholic Church. In an Interview for Rzeczpospolita, Szydło said that she is not against the idea of creating humanitarian corridors in Poland. In accordance with this, the Polish minister of foreign affairs stated that Poland is considering issuing humanitarian visas to wounded victims of the war or traumatised children, thus enabling them to legally enter Poland and seek medical treatment in Polish hospitals. The visas would be valid for one year. However, Warsaw has just started discussions with the Vatican, the Polish Catholic Church and Caritas about how many hospital beds they could provide. Now that EU
How the infringement procedure will boost the Hungarian V4 presidency

The European Commission has launched an infringement procedure against Hungary, Poland and the Czech Republic for refusing to participate in the refugee relocation scheme. In September 2015, EU interior ministers agreed by majority vote that each country must accept a binding number of asylum-seekers in two years to ease the pressure on Greece and Italy. They agreed to relocate a total of about 120,000 refugees out of more than two million people, but only 24,676 migrants had been relocated as of 24 June 2017. Brussels has stressed that only Austria, Poland and Hungary have not accepted any people from refugee camps, while only Malta and Finland have fulfilled their obligations.

Brussels’s decision will fuel the Hungarian government’s harsh anti-EU rhetoric ahead of upcoming elections in April 2018. Hungarian Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade Péter Szijjártó complained that the Commission’s behaviour was un-European and stressed that Brussels is blackmailing Hungary, to which the Hungarian prime minister has recently opened a new front by asking Brussels’s decision will fuel the Hungarian government’s harsh anti-EU rhetoric ahead of upcoming elections in April 2018. Hungarian Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade Péter Szijjártó complained that the Commission’s behaviour was un-European and stressed that Brussels is blackmailing Hungary, to which the Hungarian prime minister has recently opened a new front by asking Brussels to deflect EU criticism over Warsaw’s refusal to accept quotas for Middle Eastern migrants. But in the long run the lifting of EU visa requirements for Ukrainians may encourage them to move to the West rather than to Poland. Therefore, the main idea is a “green card”, which would provide more stable working conditions in Poland and offer the possibility for workers to eventually move their whole families to the country. The “green card” is one of the fundamental elements of Poland’s “Responsible Development Plan” which is scheduled to be implemented by 2020.

Not only is the Commission’s latest decision unlikely to change the Hungarian government’s approach to immigration, but the popular backlash could be very strong as well. While the Hungarian government is targeting first and foremost its own core supporters and those of the far-right Jobbik party with the migration issue, anti-immigrant sentiment is widespread across Hungarian society.

The infringement procedure will also help the Orbán government justify its fight against perceived interference in Hungarian domestic affairs by the European Union. Recent measures taken by the EU’s executive body will thus provide an impetus for the Hungarian government’s anti-EU campaign, which has shifted into high gear with a national consultation entitled “Let’s stop Brussels” and following a European Parliament resolution on preparations for the Article 7 procedure against Hungary. With regard to this, Prime Minister Viktor Orbán has said that the issue of migration is the main reason for the attacks on Hungary, and that “everything else is irrelevant.” At a meeting with his Polish counterpart, Witold Waszczykowski, Szijjártó said: “We do not accept being blackmailed by foreshadowing financial punishment to those who refuse to take in refugees. These issues cannot be linked.”

Budget negotiation: reluctant countries might be in trouble

No doubt the EU’s most severe crisis to date affecting European achievements and fundamental principles has turned the V4 countries into an “effective” political force (even though the V4 were voted down on this issue, the Hungarian government has communicated that the V4 is effective). It remains to be seen,
However, whether these states, which have hitherto followed their own separate agendas, will be able to sustain a well-coordinated lobbying effort or whether this will constitute a single-issue, provisional alliance. In view of the post-Brexit debate over the future of the EU, it is especially important that, contrary to Orbán’s projections, mainstream political forces are currently consolidating in the centre. The newly elected French president, Emmanuel Macron, has accused the Visegrád Group of defying Europe’s principles and values by rejecting refugee quotas. Macron, who was fiercely critical of illiberal leaders like Orbán and Kaczyński during his campaign, has a markedly different vision about the EU involving deeper integration rather than strengthening national sovereignty. During his first meeting with the V4, divergent messages emerged from the respective countries. While Prague and Bratislava seemed to be open to Macron’s concerns, including fighting social dumping by tightening the 1996 directive on posted workers, Warsaw accused Macron of “stereotyped and negative comments about Eastern Europe”. Orbán called President Macron “a new boy” in European politics and noted that “his introduction isn’t too encouraging”. France aims to shape the decisions of Central European countries on whether they would like to join a core group of European Union members amid growing tensions over the future of the EU. To this end, Macron met with Austrian Chancellor Christian Kern, Slovak PM Robert Fico and Czech PM Bohuslav Sobotka in Salzburg on 23 August, followed by a visit to Romania the following day and Bulgaria on 25 August. Macron’s avoidance of Hungary and Poland suggests that Paris might attempt to strike a separate deal with the more cooperative countries. The French president has criticised the recalcitrance of certain Eastern European countries, stressing that those who “do not respect the rules should pay the full political consequences”.

There is a real risk that the Visegrád countries will see their ability to influence decisions diminish because of their conduct on this issue. Mainly due to the Brexit negotiations, the EU is about to launch the largest budget reform debate in the history of the integration project, in which the rules for allocating cohesion funds will certainly be tightened. It is especially significant for Hungary that not only will the size of the cake be smaller but due to the deterioration of the relative level of development in southern member states as a consequence of the refugee crisis even fewer resources may be allocated to Central Europe.

At the same time, a growing number of member states believe the EU should attach more conditions to the payout of cohesion funds earmarked for member states in its next budget framework. The so-called “cheerleader coalition” consists of Germany, the Netherlands, Finland, Austria, Slovakia, Slovenia, France, Spain, Italy, Portugal, as well as Sweden and Denmark as non-Eurozone members. Finland is one of the member states that has openly argued that reluctant countries should do more to share the costs of taking in migrants, and Jyrki Katainen, Finnish Commissioner for EU funds, has also stressed this point: “Solidarity is not a one-way street. It’s at least a two-way street. Otherwise, there is no solidarity.”

Although Merkel previously specifically rejected the idea of imposing any kind of sanction on non-compliant member states, Berlin’s approach has undergone a change recently. A position paper published by the German government in May suggests that the German government has made a number of proposals that will be likely to influence decisions diminish because of their conduct on this issue. Mainly due to the Brexit negotiations, the EU is about to launch the largest budget reform debate in the history of the integration project, in which the rules for allocating cohesion funds will certainly be tightened. It is especially significant for Hungary that not only will the size of the cake be smaller but due to the deterioration of the relative level of development in southern member states as a consequence of the refugee crisis even fewer resources may be allocated to Central Europe.

The most drastic proposal is to link the drawing EU funds to respect for the rule of law.

Developed regions would be allocated funds for combating new challenges such as the integration of refugees and handling demographic changes.

Moreover, the country-specific recommendations issued under the European Semester would be linked more closely to structural funds.

Therefore, discussions on the new budget will be dominated by two factors: the new realities (Brexit, refugees arriving to the EU) and the more careful consideration of net contributors’ views.

96 Although Hungary and Poland had previously objected to the idea rather loudly, on the meeting with Fico, Sobotka and Austrian chancellor Christian Kern proved to be open to discuss the reform of the posted workers, which indicates that Macron managed to convince of the reform’s importance. Jan Cieński, ‘Macron Tries to Isolate Poland in French Regional Offensive’, POLITICO, 24 August 2017, accessed 22 December 2017, http://www.politico.eu/article/poland-isolated-by-emanuel-macron-central-european-offensive-posted-workers/.
Diverging visions about the future of Europe

2017 so far has not fulfilled Viktor Orbán’s expectations for the fall of the mainstream European elite whom he labels “nihilistic”, and thus far there have been no indications of a coming inter-EU rebellion which he envisioned. A marked ideological gap is opening between the illiberal Polish-Hungarian axis promoting cultural counter-revolution and the Czech-Slovak pair gravitating more towards the mainstream and which are considerably more moderate in their relations with Brussels.

On the contrary, in parallel with Emmanuel Macron’s victory in France, Germany is also becoming more and more willing to turn to the existing two- or multi-speed model that has been implemented in a highly restricted number of areas so far, but with increasing frequency. Based on official statements and published working papers, the “multi-speed Europe” scenario seems to be the most realistic among the five options detailed by the European Commission, under which every member state would be free to decide which level of integration it joins.

Even though Hungary opposes this possibility rhetorically, in practice it would be open to the multi-speed structure as long as it remains available in the future to those on the periphery. State Secretary for EU Affairs Szabolcs Takács has stated the following: “Hungary believes deeper economic cooperation is possible to help the Eurozone succeed, but only if the unity of the internal market and equal competition are ensured, and those remaining outside of the cooperation could later join freely.”

Assumedly Eurosceptic Czech governments are considered to be more predictable than their illiberal Hungarian and Polish counterparts. Slovakia, which is already in the Eurozone and thus already belongs to the elite club of the “two-speed” EU, obviously wishes to have a seat at the most important forums (unless, to paraphrase Orbán, “it wants to be served for dinner”).

The danger of seeing its power diminish is a risk for Poland in particular. Due to its regional weight and strong economy, Poland is a key player which previously allowed the constructive centre-right Civic Platform to serve as a counterweight to the Orbán model. Because of the Civic Platform’s policies, today Donald Tusk is the European Council’s president, one of the most influential positions in the European Union. The fragility of the Budapest-Warsaw illiberal alliance is demonstrated by the fact that it can be carved up along the dividing lines of cultural counter-revolution and the Czech-Slovak pair gravitating more towards the mainstream and which are considerably more moderate in their relations with Brussels.

Incidentally, at the EU level the V4 countries typically vote together on climate and energy policy issues, where they share very similar capabilities and objectives. Because of their relatively low voting weight, however, the V4 desperately need allies. And under the double majority voting system that became the only possible arrangement in 2017, the importance of acquiring allies has increased considerably. Adopting a resolution under the new system requires 55% of the votes of member states, and these votes must represent 65% of the EU population. Although the Treaty of Lisbon provides the opportunity for four member states to establish a blocking minority, those states must represent 35% of the total EU population, a criterion the V4 do not now meet. A 2014 decision related to climate change requiring member states’ approval was met with coordinated V4 action. With assistance from Bulgaria and Romania, the V4 countries managed to have their way on that issue.

Brussels’s decision could once again strengthen V4 unity on the rhetorical level with regard to migration, since the Czech Republic has just altered its position on the issue by officially refusing to admit any more asylum-seekers from their assigned quota of 2,691 persons, and Poland keeps condemning the Commission’s decision. Given the fact that there has not been a real breakthrough in the EU regarding the refugee crisis due to a lack of consensus on the common asylum system, Hungary is riding this wave during its presidency of the Visegrád Group, which began in July 2017. The fact that migration would be back on Europe’s agenda during Hungary’s Visegrád presidency had already been confirmed by Minister for the Prime Minister’s Office János
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Lázár before July 2017. Lázár has also refused to open the EU’s borders or to build migrant villages in Central Eastern Europe in response to the proposal of the head of the Green Group in the European Parliament.

For years, the Hungarian prime minister has been testing the limits of a European arena bound by the EU’s fundamental human rights and freedoms. In economic terms, the EU system contributes to his regime’s survival. His attempts are well illustrated by the frivolous debate that he provoked over the reintroduction of the death penalty, where he was eventually forced to backtrack under EU pressure. But the refugee crisis has given a fresh impetus to his illiberal state-building project, not only in Hungary but elsewhere in the region as well. What we have seen so far is that the European Commission has not been effective in putting pressure on the Polish nationalist government to address concerns over the deterioration of democratic checks and balances. While tensions are rising between Brussels and reluctant capitals such as Warsaw and Budapest, the respective countries will mutually reinforce each other in this respect by presenting themselves as protectors of national interests against Brussels, and they will continue to defend each other in the Council.
